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Abstract 

 

This study was designed to explore how a community of anesthesiologists understood situational 

awareness (SA), and their thoughts on how it was learned, taught, and assessed.  Eighteen 

anesthesiologists participated in semi-structured interviews.  Constructivist grounded theory 

techniques were used in a thematic analysis of interview transcripts, with group meetings held to 

develop emerging themes.  Respondents displayed an understanding of SA using both clinical 

and everyday life examples.  SA was felt to be important but formal definitions of SA were 

lacking and SA was not explicitly discussed.  SA was learned informally through increasing 

independence, role-modeling, and reflection on errors, and formally through simulation.  

Respondents did teach about SA but found it difficult to give meaningful feedback to trainees.  

Although acknowledgement of SA may be evolving, it appeared that SA was a crucial but tacit 

concept for the anesthesiologists in this study.  Faculty development is required to improve 

teaching and assessment of SA. 
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Preface 

 
A version of Chapter 4, entitled “Exploring anesthesiologists’ understanding of situational 

awareness: a qualitative study,” has been published in the Canadian Journal of Anesthesia.  This 

chapter is reprinted with permission from Springer Publishing (http://www.springer.com/us/). 
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Anticipating problems and figuring out how to solve them is actually the opposite of worrying: 

it’s productive.  Likewise, coming up with a plan of action isn’t a waste of time if it gives you 

peace of mind.  While it’s true that you may wind up being ready for something that never 

happens, if the stakes are at all high, it’s worth it. 

- Col. Chris Hadfield, An Astronaut’s Guide to Life on Earth 
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Chapter One: Introduction  

 

1.1 Overview 

Anesthesiology is a complex and dynamic medical specialty that requires sustained vigilance on 

the part of the practitioner, along with the execution of a variety of cognitive and procedural 

tasks.  Anesthesiologists obtain information that is relevant to patient care from multiple sources, 

and are continually required to make decisions with potentially life-threatening consequences 

during evolving clinical scenarios.  The operating room offers many distractions: the beeping of 

patient monitoring equipment, the clanging of surgical instruments, the ringing of phones and the 

sometimes noisy discussion between surgeon, nurse, and anesthesiologist over the operative 

field.  These distractions, combined with the need to perform manual tasks (like the insertion of 

arterial lines and the programming of infusion pumps) and the demand of mental exercises (like 

the calculation of drug doses and the scanning of monitors) can overwhelm even an experienced 

anesthesiologist’s ability to gather and process information about a patient.  The capacity to 

notice what is happening with a patient, within a specific context and at a given time, and to 

integrate that information with underlying medical knowledge and experience, can be termed 

“situational awareness.” 

 

Situation or situational awareness (SA) has been defined as “the perception of elements of the 

environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the 

projection of their status in the near future.”1  This concept of “knowing what is going on around 

you”1 has been emphasized for decades in aviation and military settings2; more recently the 
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concept of SA has been addressed within the medical profession and specifically within 

anesthesiology.3, 4  

 

Although the importance of non-technical skills (NTS) like SA in anesthesiology has been 

acknowledged, there is little known about how anesthesiologists conceptualize SA, particularly 

those anesthesiologists who work clinically and teach trainees (residents and medical students).  

Furthermore, little is known about how anesthesiologists themselves learned SA, and how they 

approach teaching and assessment of SA in their trainees. 

 

1.2 Study rationale and purpose 

SA is an important but incompletely understood concept in anesthesiology.  The objective of this 

study was to explore how anesthesiologists involved in teaching in a particular clinical context 

understood SA, as well as how they felt they had personally learned it, and how they approached 

teaching and assessing it in others.   

 

1.3 Thesis structure 

This manuscript-based thesis contains five chapters.  In Chapter 2, I review the literature in order 

to provide some background on the origins of the term SA, as well as the current state of 

knowledge and research related to how SA is learned, taught and assessed.  In Chapter 3, I 

present the methods used in this study, included the rationale for choosing the methods, the 

process of data collection and a detailed description of the qualitative data analysis.  Chapter 4 

outlines my results as presented in a manuscript accepted for publication in the Canadian Journal 

of Anesthesia, entitled “Exploring anesthesiologists’ understanding of situational awareness: a 
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qualitative study.” Finally, in chapter 5 I discuss the study findings in light of the current 

literature, and offer some conclusions based on these findings. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review  

 

This chapter will introduce the reader to the literature on SA within the fields of human factors 

and psychology, and, most importantly, within medicine and anesthesiology.  The origins of the 

term SA are discussed, as well as the various definitions and types of SA presented within the 

literature.  I will discuss the relevance of SA to anesthesiology and patient safety, along with 

research on how SA may be learned, taught and assessed.  The chapter closes with research 

questions stemming from the gaps in our knowledge surrounding SA. 

 

2.1 The concept of SA 

2.1.1 Origins of the term SA 

Humans have likely always needed an awareness of their environmental surroundings in order to 

make decisions, however the term “SA” is thought to have originated within the context of 

World War I military aviation.5, 6  Specifically, fighter pilots expressed “the importance of 

gaining awareness of the enemy before the enemy gained a similar awareness.”5, 6  Interest in SA 

as a crucial concept within both commercial and military aviation continued, with research and 

publication of scholarly work related to SA escalating in the late 1980s and early 1990s.7-11  In 

particular, the work of Endsley in developing a three-stage model of SA has influenced the 

directions of SA research.1, 9  The applicability of the concept of SA to other domains such as 

medicine has also increased over time, reflected in the growing attention being paid to SA as a 

contributor to patient safety and error prevention.12, 13  While the term SA has become more 

commonly used by researchers in human factors, psychology, aviation and medicine, there is 

continuing debate surrounding the actual meaning of the term.14-16 
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2.1.2 Definitions of SA 

The precise language used to define SA varies between different authors and research teams, and 

multiple definitions of SA exist within the literature.5, 17  Most simply, SA can be considered to 

mean “knowing what is going on around you,”1 or having “appropriate awareness of a 

situation.”18  Some definitions of SA focus on the product of SA.5  For example, Endsley 8(p.97) 

stated: 

 

“SA is the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and 

space, the comprehension of their meaning and a projection of their status in the near 

future”  

 

Alternatively, definitions may focus on the process of SA,5 as in the definitions provided by 

Bedny and Meister19(p.71) and by Smith and Hancock,18(p.145) respectively: 

 

“SA is the conscious dynamic reflection on the situation by an individual…which enables 

individuals to develop mental models of external events”  

 

“SA is the invariant in the agent-environment system that generates the momentary 

knowledge and behavior required to attain the goals specified by an arbiter of performance 

in the environment” 

 

Despite the ongoing debate regarding which particular definition is most valid, it may be argued 

that “there is no correct or absolute level of description of either awareness or the situation; 

rather … descriptions should be tailored pragmatically to facilitate the development of design, 

training or selection solutions.”16(p.44)  Endsley’s 3 level model (perception, comprehension, 

projection) offers a “functional model for assessing different degrees of insight in a pragmatic 
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manner”5 and is the “most widely known account of SA.”20, 21 This particular definition features 

prominently in the medical human factors literature, particularly within the specialty of 

anesthesiology.22-24  

 

SA is critically important in anesthesiology because practitioners must continually make 

decisions and complete time-sensitive tasks in a dynamic environment.  An illustrative example 

regarding a specific anesthesiology case would be as follows.  A patient with a past history of a 

deep venous thrombosis, obesity and smoking is having a laparoscopic removal of an ectopic 

pregnancy.  The anesthesiologist notes that the patient’s heart rate increases and the blood 

pressure decreases suddenly during the surgical procedure (I: perception).  However, the 

anesthesiologist also notes that there is no excessive blood loss from observing the surgical field 

and suction canisters, and there is no evidence of anaphylaxis or anesthetic overdose.  Taking the 

patient’s medical history into account, along with the observed changes in vital signs, the 

anesthesiologist wonders if the patient might have a pulmonary embolus (II: comprehension).  

The anesthesiologist asks a colleague to perform a transesophageal echocardiogram, which 

shows acute right heart failure, and evidence of a clot in the pulmonary artery.  With the working 

diagnosis of a pulmonary embolus, the anesthesiologist anticipates that the patient’s clinical 

status will continue to deteriorate (III: projection), and calls for help to prepare infusions to 

support the patient’s blood pressure, consults the ICU, and informs the surgeon, requesting that 

the surgery be completed as quickly as possible.  This example demonstrates that SA is required 

at all levels of Endsley’s model to safely care for the patient in an evolving clinical situation. 
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2.1.3 Types of SA 

SA is sometimes understood as an individual matter,21, 23 sometimes as a group or team matter,10, 

23, 25, 26 and sometimes as something distributed between human and non-human subsystems.27, 28  

The earliest focus in the literature was on individual SA, and its “acquisition and maintenance… 

from the point of view of individual operators in complex systems.”21  Spatial and perceptual 

skills are examples of individual characteristics which have been found to correlate with SA.25  

Even though medical professionals rarely work in isolation within the healthcare system, it is 

still important to consider SA at the level of the individual.  Teaching programs and assessment 

tools for SA have most often been focused on individual performance.29  Although there is 

increased interest in team SA, it is still at the level of the individual that medical professionals 

are selected, taught and evaluated for competence, and therefore a focus on individual SA is 

relevant and necessary. 

 

Team SA has been defined as “the degree to which every team member possesses the SA 

required for his or her responsibilities.”9  If team members are able to communicate and share 

their mental models in a given clinical situation, it is neither necessary nor practical for everyone 

to be completely aware of what everyone else is thinking or doing.10, 30  Shared SA has been 

defined as “the degree to which team members have the same SA on shared SA requirements,”9 

and this shared SA will influence clinical outcomes for patients being cared for in a team 

environment.23 One example of individuals sharing their SA with the team is the pre-operative 

World Health Organization surgical safety checklist where the surgeon, anesthesiologist, nurses 

and patient all share their knowledge, questions and concerns in order to assist in planning and 

anticipation of any issues that may arise during the procedure.23, 31, 32  
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2.1.4 Evolution of the concept of SA in anesthesiology 

Gaba et al.3 were among the first to emphasize the importance of SA in anesthesiology practice, 

having extrapolated many SA-related concepts from aviation to anesthesiology.  Having also 

introduced the idea of “Crisis Resource Management” (CRM) to anesthesiologists (based on the 

“Crew Resource Management” principles used in pilot and aircraft crew training), Gaba et al.3 

emphasized the role of SA in anesthesiology practice at a time when high-fidelity simulation was 

just beginning to be used in medical training. 

 

Non-technical skills have been defined as the “cognitive and interpersonal skills that complement 

an individual’s clinical knowledge”33; SA is recognized as an important component of NTS.33 

The Anaesthetists’ Non-Technical Skills (ANTS) behavioural marker system was developed in 

the early 2000s, as a collaborative effort between industrial psychologists and anesthesiologists.4, 

34  This project was the first of its kind to describe and codify the cognitive processes of 

practicing anesthesiologists.  The researchers developed a system to evaluate 4 key NTS (task 

management, team working, decision making and SA) and focused on observable behaviours.  

The elements of the SA category include “gathering information,” “recognizing and 

understanding,” and “anticipating,” which reflected Endsley’s 3-level model of SA.35  The 

ANTS system has been used widely in anesthesiology,22, 36, 37 and modified for other 

specialties,38, 39 to assess NTS both in clinical and simulation environments. 

 

Interest in SA as a key NTS in anesthesiology has continued throughout the last decade.  There 

are several reviews of the topic, and discussions of various SA frameworks,23, 27 and studies that 
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link the concept to medical error and patient safety outcomes within the specialty.40  In a 

qualitative study exploring excellence in anesthesiologists, Smith et al.41 found that “being 

situationally aware” was one of the characteristics of an excellent anesthesiologist.  Despite the 

academic interest in the topic, it is unclear how a prototypical clinical anesthesiologist 

conceptualizes SA in their own work and that of their colleagues, or how they teach or assess it. 

 

2.1.5 Significance of SA 

It is well recognized that lapses in SA contribute to errors in many professions including 

aviation, air traffic control, and offshore oil drilling.42 There is growing evidence that a lack of 

SA is related to critical incidents and poor outcomes in health care settings.40, 43-46  One study 

focusing on death due to error in orthopedic surgery found that 44% of the events were 

considered related to NTS errors, of which 52% were classified as deficiencies in SA.45  

Deficiencies in SA were also determined to be responsible for almost half of the deaths due to 

NTS errors in a three-year study in Japan.46  Deficiencies in SA were noted in more than 80% of 

intensive care and anesthesiology critical incidents, most of which occurred at the level of 

perception (level I) and comprehension (level II), according to Endsley’s model.40  Evidence that 

links problems with SA to poor patient outcomes provides a compelling reason to further study 

this phenomenon, and indicates that the concept of SA has not only theoretical but practical 

significance. 

 

2.2 Research in SA 

2.2.1 Understanding SA 

The fact that many different definitions of SA exist reflects a degree of confusion around what 
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SA actually means.11  Indeed, since the mid-1990s, several authors have posited that SA as a 

concept is “too subjective, too intuitive, and lack[s] a coherent definition.”5-7, 14  As recently as 

2010, SA was identified by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada (RCPSC) 

as the “most important and least understood human factor in healthcare.”12  Similarly, the term 

SA is not “prevalent or well understood in the nursing lexicon.”47  In studies that focus on the 

teaching or assessment of SA in the medical sphere, there has been little exploration of how 

participants formulate their own personal definitions of SA,48, 49  although some studies 

(especially in the nursing profession) have tried to explore how SA was understood by healthcare 

professionals.50, 51 

 

The expert reviews of SA in anesthesiology within the literature focus on explicit, codified 

knowledge of SA - that is, the knowledge that is “subject to quality control by editors, peer 

review and debate and … given status by incorporation into educational programmes”52(p.114) -

rather than personal knowledge of SA, which Eraut defines as “the cognitive resource which a 

person brings to a situation that enables them to think and perform.”52(p.114)  Personal knowledge 

can be either tacit or explicit, and is context-dependent.52  SA is likely still a tacit concept in 

anesthesiology, a type of “intuitive expert knowing.”53 

 

Discipline-specific review papers discussing the concept of SA have often utilized specific 

clinical examples or case studies to explain the meaning of SA.3, 11, 23  Concrete examples may 

make the concept of SA more accessible to the reader, especially if framed within language and 

context familiar to a specific profession or discipline.  The use of examples from everyday life 

can be a compelling way to promote understanding, and this has been encouraged within the 
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context of anesthesiology education.54  Examples may be positive (i.e. the participant exhibited a 

good level of SA) or, as is more often the case in critical incident analysis, negative (i.e. a lack of 

SA contributed in some way to a poor outcome).16  The use of examples to illustrate SA within a 

clinical situation also highlights that context is important in understanding SA.20  

 

SA has also been understood as a differentiating factor on the continuum of expertise.2, 50  

Whereas in novices, SA is often “demanding, frequently incomplete, and erroneous”2 due to their 

limited attention and working memory, it tends to be “fast….effortless and more complete”2 in 

experts because of existing schemas and mental models, along with increased automaticity of 

processes and the existence of learned behaviours to improve SA.2  Experts tend to pay more 

attention to context than do novices in the same situation.1  However, it is important to note that 

SA ability in experts is domain specific, and not necessarily transferable to other contexts.2  

Exactly how these experts evolve in their learning of SA is still the subject of study.2 

 

2.2.2 Learning SA 

Certain cognitive abilities (working memory capacity, general intelligence, time sharing ability, 

perceptual-motor ability and visual-recognition ability) have been identified as predictors of SA 

ability.55, 56  SA skills vary between individuals based on their “innate abilities, experience and 

training.”9  SA training (including training in attention management strategies and part-task 

training) may improve skills in task management, comprehension development, projection and 

contingency planning, information seeking and self-checking.29, 55  Nevertheless, it remains 

“unclear how and to what extent relevant skills for the development of SA are acquired.”23  
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Furthermore, we understand little about how practicing anesthesiologists feel they learned SA, 

when this learning occurred, or how deliberately it happened. 

 

Learning has been defined as “the process whereby knowledge is acquired.”52  Much of the 

learning that occurs in the workplace happens informally and leads to the acquisition of tacit 

knowledge.52  While simulation has been shown to be a useful tool to formally address SA 

teaching,57, 58 much of the learning of NTS in the clinical environment could be considered both 

informal and tacit.52, 59 One example of tacit learning of SA in the workplace is through the 

process of preceptor role-modeling.60 

 

In addition to being relevant to the understanding of SA, context is also important regarding the 

learning of SA.  The concept of “situated learning” is applicable, in that “learning is always 

situated in a particular context which comprises not only a location and a set of activities in 

which knowledge either contributes or is embedded but also a set of social relations which give 

rise to those activities.”52  The teaching of SA is also context-dependent, and is considered 

below. 

 

2.2.3 Teaching SA 

There are many examples of attempts to teach SA within various disciplines reported in the 

medical education literature, and both didactic and simulation-based curricula for teaching SA 

have been studied.61-64  There is evidence to show that training medical students and residents in 

CRM principles can improve their NTS performance.65, 66  Critical incident review, morbidity 

and mortality case conferences, and (legal) closed claims discussions have been utilized to 
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highlight the role of SA in the context of medical error prevention and patient safety.20  

 

The tacit nature of certain concepts makes them difficult to teach.67  Collins developed the 

“cognitive apprenticeship” model, which describes teaching through modeling, coaching, 

scaffolding, articulation, reflection and exploration.67, 68  This model emphasizes that tacit 

thinking processes must be made visible, while also recognizing the value of situating “abstract 

tasks in authentic contexts.”67  The cognitive apprenticeship model has been used to guide 

debriefing to teach SA to pilots.69 The model has been described as a useful guide for medical 

educators,68, 70, 71 and has been found to be reflective of aspects of how surgeons teach 

intraoperatively.72 

 

A number of approaches to teaching SA skills in anesthesiology have been suggested, including: 

practicing scanning behaviours; training in attention allocation and multitasking through the use 

of games and simulation; using exercises in pattern matching, classroom based teaching, 

computer-based training, simulation, and the use of virtual environments.3, 23, 57 Approaches to 

teaching SA in other medical specialties, including surgery and critical care, have included the 

use of classroom-based techniques, small group sessions, simulation, and coaching, as well as a 

focus on “slowing down” moments in surgery.61-63, 73-75 

  

Despite these many suggestions, it is unclear how the teaching of SA actually happens in situ 

within anesthesiology settings.  While there is value in considering the formalized curricula and 

courses targeting SA teaching, the nature of practice-based approaches to teaching SA in 

anesthesiology is not well understood and deserves further study. 
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2.2.4 Assessing SA 

Standard setting for assessment of SA can be difficult because, not only is it difficult to know 

what constitutes an “adequate amount” of SA for a given situation, “it is a significant challenge 

to define the achievable ideal” SA.76  Endsley argues that “there is really no set threshold of SA 

that can guarantee a level of performance,” but that efforts to train and assess SA are important 

because “as the level of SA possessed by an individual increases, the probability of making good 

decisions and performing well also increases.”1(p.27)  While SA may involve cognitive processes 

that cannot be observed directly,42 various techniques and behavioural markers can be employed 

in the clinical environment or in simulated scenarios to assess SA. These techniques are 

discussed below. 

 

Endsley developed the “Situation Awareness Global Assessment Tool” (SAGAT) which utilizes 

pauses during a scenario (often during simulations), at which time the participant is asked 

specific questions to assess the knowledge gathered from the scenario, the comprehension of the 

situation, and the prediction of potential anticipated events.77  For example, in a scenario 

involving a septic patient, the high-fidelity simulator will be paused and the monitoring screen 

temporarily blacked out, while the participant is asked 1) “What was the last measured blood 

pressure?”; 2) “What is the likely cause of the current abnormal vital signs?”; and 3) “What will 

likely happen to the blood pressure and heart rate in the near future if no treatment is instituted?”  

 

Several studies have used the SAGAT to evaluate individual and team SA.49, 63, 78, 79  The tool 

can help to evaluate changes in an individual’s SA during the progression of a scenario.  
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However, one particular disadvantage of the tool is that it requires the participant to stop mid-

scenario to answer a series of probing questions, which may be impractical in actual patient care 

scenarios. 

 

The “Situation Awareness Rating Technique” (SART), which uses a self-rating scale to evaluate 

SA during a task, was designed by Taylor.77  Practitioners score themselves on attentional 

demand, attentional supply and understanding after completion of a task, and no interruptions are 

required.80  Ideally the SART score is combined with some measure of actual performance, since 

one of the disadvantages of the tool is that it is relies on subjective self-scoring, and operators 

may not be aware of their own lack of SA.80  

 

Ratings of individual SA form part of the ANTS behavioural marker system (described 

previously), which has been used in both simulated and real clinical environments.34, 81  Raters 

create a numerical score (0-4) based on their observation of participants’ behaviours related to 

gathering information, recognizing/understanding, and anticipating.  However, raters need to be 

trained to use the system in order to generate valid data, and this training tends to be time-

consuming and resource-intensive.81, 82 

 

While the creation and evaluation of SA assessment tools has been an active area of research, 

there has been little study of whether (and in what ways) SA is being assessed on a day-to-day 

basis in the clinical environment, the quality of these assessments, or the consequences of the 

ratings generated by these assessments.   
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2.3 Summary 

While the thinking about SA in both medical and non-medical contexts has evolved over the last 

20 years, many questions remain.  Despite the abundance of publications presenting various 

definitions and models of SA, the concept is still incompletely understood and our knowledge of 

how clinical anesthesiologists conceptualize SA is lacking.  Although we do understand some of 

the factors involved in learning SA, we do not have a clear sense of how practitioners perceive 

their own SA abilities to have developed.  Much of the research into SA in healthcare has 

focused on possible teaching and assessment methods, techniques, or tools.58, 83, 84  However, in 

examining these more formalized programs, we have failed to ask the question of how and 

whether the concept is being taught “at the ground level,” and we do not yet understand the 

consequences of such assessments.  These issues become particularly important in this era of 

competency-based medical education (CBME), where there is a growing expectation of explicit 

evaluation and repeated observations to show that residents have achieved an acceptable level of 

performance in skills both technical and non-technical.85 

 

In order to address these gaps in our knowledge, I posed the following questions: 

1. How do anesthesiologists understand the concept of SA? 

2. How did anesthesiologists learn SA? 

3. What do anesthesiologists think about how SA is currently taught and assessed? 

 

The next chapter will present the methods used to attempt to answer my research questions, 

along with a discussion of the rationale for choosing the methods, and a detailed description of 

how the data was collected and analyzed. 
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Chapter Three: Methods  

 

This chapter will present the methods I used to explore the research questions.  I will discuss the 

qualitative research approach undertaken, along with the specific data analysis techniques used 

in the thematic analysis of the interview data.  Details regarding the setting and context of the 

research, along with information about the study population, are provided. I will also discuss 

measures taken to increase the rigor in this qualitative research project. 

 

3.1  Study design 

3.1.1 Overview 

Given the research questions of this study and the focus on understanding the views of the 

research participants regarding SA, I undertook a qualitative study to explore the beliefs and 

perceptions of a group of anesthesiologists within a single city department.  I developed an 

interview script and conducted a series of one-on-one interviews with the participants.  I used a 

range of constructivist grounded theory techniques in a thematic analysis of the interview 

transcripts to inductively explore the perspectives and practices related to SA in this group of 

anesthesiologists.86 Endsley’s 3 level model of SA9 served as a sensitizing concept87 which 

helped to “lay the foundation for the analysis of [the] research data.”87(p.5)  A more detailed 

discussion of constructivist grounded theory, along with thematic analysis in general, is 

presented below. 
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3.1.2 Constructivist grounded theory 

As a methodology, grounded theory may be described as a set of research techniques that lead to 

the generation of conceptual categories, which are then used to create a “unified theoretical 

explanation” related to the issue being studied.88  Originally described by Glaser and Strauss, 

grounded theory allows the development of theory that is “grounded in the data” and not based 

on pre-conceived hypotheses about the phenomenon under study.88, 89  The methods used in 

Glaser and Strauss’ grounded theory paradigm included: simultaneous data collection and 

analysis; the construction of analytic codes and categories from data (not from prior inferences 

on what the data might reveal); the use of the constant comparative method; progression of 

theory development during each stage of data collection and analysis; the creation of memos to 

further build on categories and category relationships; sampling aimed at theory construction; 

and conducting a literature review after developing the analysis.88, 90  The modification of classic 

grounded theory by Charmaz recognizes that the “researcher and participant construct a shared 

reality,”91 and is termed constructivist grounded theory (CGT).89  Charmaz90 acknowledged that 

the researcher brings his or her own perspective to the development of theory, and emphasized 

the importance of “views, values, beliefs, feelings, assumptions and ideologies of individuals,” 

alongside the data collection and analysis, memo-ing and theoretical sampling aspects of 

grounded theory.  CGT has been used to explore topics in medical education,92 including issues 

regarding giving and accepting feedback, and learning through clinical work.93-95 

 

While I drew on several aspects of CGT in order to inform the collection and analysis of the 

study data, I do not claim that this was a CGT study.86, 92  The goal of the study was not to 

generate a theory about SA,86 but rather to explore understanding of the concept, and to identify 
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patterns of thinking and behaviour as a way of informing future practice related to SA within 

anesthesiology.  This reflects a pragmatic stance in the design of the study and an analytical 

orientation to the broader concept of “thematic analysis”.96 

 

3.1.3 Thematic analysis 

Thematic analysis has been described as “a method for identifying, analyzing and reporting 

patterns (themes) within data.”97  Although thematic analysis is a relatively flexible method, in 

that it need not be tied to any particular methodologic framework,97 it can be considered a 

rigorous research tool when the analysis is done in a manner that is “deliberate, reflective and 

thorough.”98  Braun and Clarke97, 99 have described a six-step process of thematic analysis which 

includes familiarization with the data, initial coding, searching for themes, reviewing themes, 

defining and naming themes, and finally writing up the research.  The importance of specific 

themes is not dependent on the simple “prevalence” of a theme within the transcript data, but 

rather it relates to what the theme contributes to the understanding of the subject of interest.97  

 

Thematic analysis describes the “systematic approach for identifying, analysing and reporting 

patterns - themes - across a dataset.”96(p.178) As described above, advantages of the method 

include its flexibility since researchers are not required to adhere to any specific means of data 

collection or theoretical stance in order to analyze the data, and that it may be used with both 

small and large datasets.96 As per Braun and Clarke,96 weaknesses of the method include 

limitations in its interpretative power if it is not considered within an existing theoretical 

framework, along with a lack of guidance for higher level analysis.  Regardless, thematic 

analysis is considered a well-recognized and accessible analytic strategy for qualitative 
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researchers, especially those with limited qualitative data analysis experience.96 

 

3.1.4 Constructivist approach 

Braun and Clarke have defined constructivism as a “method which examines the ways in which 

events, realities, meanings, experiences and so on are the effects of a range of discourses 

operating within society.”97  I used a constructivist approach in this study as a way of 

understanding participants’ points of view and experiences.  The emphasis on constructivism in 

this study acknowledges the existence of “multiple participant perspectives,”90 which provides 

richness and depth to understanding the data obtained from interviews. 

 

3.1.5 Reflexivity 

The study team consisted of 4 individuals.  Julia Haber (JH) and Rosaleen Chun (RC) are 

anesthesiologists with an interest in medical education.  Rachel Ellaway (RE) and Jocelyn 

Lockyer (JL) are PhD medical education researchers with extensive qualitative research 

backgrounds.  The different perspectives within the group allowed for broader examination and 

interpretation of the data. 

 

As an anesthesiologist involved in medical education within the educational and practice 

community being studied, I had both a professional and, in many cases, a personal relationship 

with the participants.  This “insider status” provided a distinct ethnographic gaze within the 

study, and allowed a rich discussion to occur, including the use of a common language and an 

understanding of the jargon within the specialty of anesthesiology, and the implicit 

acknowledgement that I had shared many of the same training and practice experiences as the 
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interview participants. 

In contrast, as a professional insider, I came to the research with my own ideas and 

preconceptions about SA and its role in anesthesiology.  Charmaz91 acknowledged that 

researcher is not an objective being, but brings his or her own biases to the data interpretation.  

Glaser91 also acknowledged that research bias is a “variable” incorporated into the constant 

comparison analysis process.  Thus, such bias may be viewed as additive to the study rather than 

representing a flaw, as long as it is carefully considered and acknowledged. 

 

3.2 Data 

3.2.1 Interviews as a method for collecting data 

Interviews are commonly used in qualitative research as a means of data collection.100  Semi-

structured interviews are particularly useful in that they allow the researcher to ask specific 

questions, but the respondents may provide as much detail in their responses as they choose, and 

the researcher is able to follow up on any discussion points or emerging topics of particular 

interest.101  Probes are often used to stimulate discussion around a question or concept within the 

interview guide.  Individual interviews allow the researcher to “delve deeply into social and 

personal matters” in a manner that group interviews often do not.101 

 

Since I was particularly interested in the thoughts and experiences of anesthesiologists relating to 

their experiences of learning, teaching and assessing SA, semi-structured interviews were useful 

to allow participants to share their thoughts, stories and examples with me.  Interviews were all 

conducted face-to-face, which allowed me to note non-verbal clues, facial expressions and body 
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language, providing further information from respondents beyond their spoken words.  These 

non-verbal cues allowed me to ask relevant follow-up questions at the time of the interview, if it 

appeared that the participant might have further ideas or thoughts to share. 

 

3.2.2 Setting and context of the research 

The setting for this project was the Department of Anesthesiology, Alberta Health Services, in 

Calgary, Alberta.  Calgary is the largest city in Alberta, Canada, with an estimated population of 

1.2 million.102  There are 5 major hospitals in Calgary: Foothills Medical Centre (FMC), 

Rockyview General Hospital (RGH), Peter Lougheed Centre (PLC), South Health Campus 

(SHC) and the Alberta Children’s Hospital (ACH).  Each of these hospitals provides 

anesthesiology care services for general surgery, orthopedics, gynecology, along with some 

specialized anesthestic services.103 Further information on each of these sites is presented in 

Table 1. 

Table 1: Calgary Anesthesiology Department Information 

Hospital Special anesthesiology services provided Number of 
anesthesiologists 

Foothills Medical 
Centre 

Trauma Services, Cardiac Surgery 
Neurosurgery, Gynecologic Oncology, High 
Risk Obstetrics, Kidney Tranplant 

53 

Rockyview General 
Hospital 

Urology, Ophthalmology 39 

Peter Lougheed 
Centre 

Vascular Surgery, Bariatric Surgery 34 

South Health 
Campus 

Focus on Regional Anesthesia for Orthopedic 
Procedures 

20 

Alberta Children’s 
Hospital 

Pediatric Anesthesiology 19 
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At the time the study was undertaken, there were approximately 165 anesthesiologists with staff 

positions in Calgary.104  Staff anesthesiologists in Calgary hospitals have clinical appointments 

via Alberta Health Services (AHS) and are granted an appointment starting at the level of 

Clinical Assistant Professor, through the University of Calgary.  These anesthesiologists all work 

in urban teaching hospital environments, with a variety of trainees including medical students, 

anesthesiology residents, and off-service residents.  There were approximately 32 residents in the 

training program at the time the study was carried out. 

 

Most of the interactions between anesthesiology staff and residents occur in the setting of the 

operating room, via the clinical care of patients who require anesthesia for elective or emergent 

surgery.  Opportunities for learning also exist in the pre-operative clinic, acute pain service, and 

the multi-disciplinary chronic pain clinic.  Some of the teaching interactions between staff and 

residents occur in the classroom setting during the academic half-day and teaching rounds.  

Additionally, teaching occurs within the simulation environment throughout the 5-year 

residency.   

 

Staff anesthesiologists in Calgary are physicians who have completed a residency in 

anesthesiology, and are certified through the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of 

Canada (RCPSC).  Some staff anesthesiologists have international training (either residency or 

fellowship) from other countries such as the United Kingdom and the United States.  The 

majority of Calgary anesthesiologists have completed an anesthesiology residency in Canada.  

The length of time in anesthesiology practice for individual anesthesiologists in our departments 
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is highly variable, ranging from the first year after residency/fellowship, to over 30 years of 

experience.104 

 

The culture within each of the hospitals, as well as within Calgary, shapes the environment 

where the learning and teaching of NTS takes place.  Each educational environment within the 

17 Canadian anesthesiology residency programs has its unique aspects, but all Canadian 

anesthesiology residents follow the same national curriculum,105 and accreditation requirements 

from the RCPSC ensure that clinical anesthesiology experiences are not vastly different between 

residency programs.106  While the findings of my study are intimately linked to the particular 

research setting, it is possible that they might be generalizable to other teaching centers, 

especially within Canada. 

 

3.2.3 Data Collection 

I developed an interview guide (Appendix A) based on the study research questions and using 

the sensitizing concept of Endsley’s SA model,87 and this guide was reviewed and iteratively 

revised by the study team.  Probes were created to stimulate discussion between the interviewer 

and respondent.  Questions were open-ended and worded to avoid simple “yes or no” answers.  

Prior to recruiting the study participants, RE interviewed me using the study guide in a “mock 

interview” fashion, which provided the opportunity to refine the interview guide questions and to 

test the probes.  This mock interview also offered me the opportunity to more formally answer 

each of the interview guide questions and to reflexively examine some of my thoughts and biases 

about SA prior to conducting the interviews myself. 
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I conducted semi-structured interviews in person with the first 2 interviews also including JL, a 

qualitative researcher with extensive interviewing experience.  Interviews were carried out over 

10 months, between January and October 2016.  Audio-recordings of the interviews were 

transcribed verbatim by a third-party professional transcriptionist.  All data were anonymized 

before analysis.  Simultaneous data collection and coding were performed (see data analysis 

section below).  The study was based on interviewing 15-20 anesthesiologists, with the final 

number depending on the point at which thematic saturation (i.e. no new themes emerging from 

the data) was reached 90, 97, 107, 108  

 

3.2.4 Participants 

Inclusion criteria for interview participants included holding a position as a staff anesthesiologist 

working at any of the five hospitals in Calgary, and involvement in teaching anesthesiology to 

medical students and residents.  Locum physicians were excluded from the study, as we wished 

to focus on those anesthesiologists whose experiences were most reflective of the educational 

culture in Calgary during the study period.  I invited, by email, all anesthesiologists who met the 

inclusion criteria to participate in semi-structured interviews.  Additionally, posters approved by 

the local ethics review board were placed in conspicuous areas (e.g. operating room lounge 

bulletin boards) during the recruitment period for the study.  Interested anesthesiologists 

contacted me directly to arrange their interview.   

 

Although the demographic characteristics of the initial participants were dependent on those who 

volunteered to be interviewed, an attempt was made to balance the demographic characteristics 
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among the interviewees (e.g. sex, teaching site, years in practice) selected from the volunteer 

pool.   

 

3.3 Data analysis 

3.3.1 Analysis of transcript data 

I undertook an initial line-by-line coding of the transcripts for calibration purposes for the first 7 

interviews.  Qualitative data analysis software (NVivo 11 for Mac, QSR International) was used 

for the coding, as well as to record memos electronically.  Prior to the line-by-line coding, I 

listened again to the audio-recorded interviews.  I used a constant comparison method, moving 

back and forth between interview transcripts and adding codes as ideas and themes emerged 

from reading the transcribed data.  I had several face-to-face meetings with JL (thesis project 

supervisor), as well as email exchanges and updates on the progress of the interviews during this 

time period. 

 

Once the initial 7 interviews had been coded, the codebook and all of the transcripts were 

reviewed by the study team as a whole and changes to the codebook made to reflect ideas and 

themes that had evolved during the discussion.  The original codebook was felt to be overly 

complex, and the study team suggested collapsing some of the codes into higher-order categories 

to simplify and refine the coding process.   

 

I then coded the remaining interviews (8-18) and went back and re-coded interviews 1-7.  I used 

an iterative coding process (i.e. I reviewed/further coded transcripts which had previously been 

coded once more interviews had been performed and new data had been acquired and analyzed).  
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The study team met frequently during this period of time to discuss emerging ideas and themes 

related to the data.  I continued to create memos about ideas and thoughts that came to mind 

during the data analysis.  I performed queries from time to time (using NVivo) to review 

quotations from different respondents that were grouped together under one code, in order to 

help shape my thinking about emerging themes. 

 

3.3.2 Rigor in qualitative research 

The idea of rigor in qualitative research relates to the trustworthiness of the work, which 

incorporates the concepts of credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability.109-111  

While the notions of reliability and validity can apply to qualitative work, these concepts are 

considered differently than when used to evaluate quantitative research.111  The credibility (truth 

value) and transferability (applicability) of qualitative research may reflect validity, whereas the 

dependability (consistency) reflects reliability.111  Morse110 described possible threats to rigor in 

qualitative work including the “unstructured process of obtaining data within verbal interaction 

or observation, the interpretative nature of the analysis, and the subjective nature of data itself.”  

In order to mitigate some of these threats, Morse has suggested strategies to improve validity 

including: theoretical sampling; peer-reviewing/debriefing during the data analysis process; 

refinement of the coding system as interviews progress; clarifying researcher bias; member 

checking; thick description; and triangulation of data.110  However, the use of these methods is 

research context-dependent: not all of the strategies are applicable to all qualitative research.   

 

In this study, we developed a coding system/codebook that we reviewed as a study team.  

Transcripts were coded by more than one individual and we discussed and compared codes 
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regularly at research meetings.  Thick descriptions were obtained from participants, with 

“overlap of key issues,” which contributed to internal reliability.110  In terms of peer review, two 

of the research team members were practicing anesthesiologists (JH and RC).  Since I did the 

majority of the coding, RC’s review of the data provided an element of peer review in terms of 

synthesizing the data and “pattern-finding.”110 

 

With regard to reliability, Morse110 has stated that “reliability makes replication possible” but 

that the “process of replication itself destroys induction.  Therefore, replication of a project is 

unnecessary and undesirable in qualitative inquiry.” Rather, the focus on reliability in qualitative 

work should be on the coding process, namely the development of a coding system and inter-

coder agreement.110  The code-book/coding system used in this project was reviewed by the 

study team, the transcripts coded by more than one member, and agreement regarding coding 

was discussed in regular meetings.  Member-checking during subsequent interviews (ie: asking 

questions relating findings from earlier interviews to subsequent interview participants to 

confirm experience or meaning) is another strategy to increase reliability.110  This type of 

questioning was employed in the interviews used in this study.99 

  

These efforts, made during both the data collection and analysis stages in this work, arguably 

increased the validity and reliability of the study and contributed to the trustworthiness of our 

findings. 
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3.4 Privacy, Confidentiality, and Data Handling 

Informed consent was obtained in writing from all participants, and participants were informed 

prior to the interviews that confidentiality would be maintained.  Audio recordings of interviews 

were transcribed and de-identified, and the audio recordings and printed transcripts kept in a 

secure location.  Electronic copies of the recordings and transcripts were maintained, and these 

were created as password protected files, on a password-protected laptop.  Anonymity was 

maintained with regards to quotations used in presentations and written publications.   

 

3.5 Ethics approval 

This study was approved by the University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board 

(REB15-1959, December 2015). 

 

3.6 Summary 

Semi-structured interviews with Calgary hospital-based anesthesiologists were used to collect 

data exploring the understanding of SA, along with information about the learning, teaching and 

assessment of SA.  Thematic analysis of interview transcripts using constructivist grounded 

theory techniques was performed, with discussion of emerging themes occurring at regular study 

team meetings throughout the research process.  The following chapters provide the results of the 

thematic analysis along with a selection of exemplar quotations illustrating some these key 

themes. 
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Chapter Four: Results  

 

This chapter presents the manuscript entitled “Exploring anesthesiologists’ understanding of 

situational awareness: a qualitative study” (authors: Julia Haber, Rachel Ellaway, Rosaleen 

Chun, Jocelyn Lockyer).  It has been accepted for publication in the Canadian Journal of 

Anesthesia (estimated date of publication September 2017) and contains the results of the study.  

It has been re-formatted for this manuscript-based thesis. 

 

4.1 Abstract 

Purpose: This study explored how anesthesiologists understand situational awareness (SA), and 

their thoughts on how SA is learned, taught, and assessed. 

Methods: Semi-structured interviews were performed with practicing anesthesiologists involved 

in teaching.  This qualitative study used constructivist grounded theory techniques (i.e. line-by-

line coding, memo-ing, and constant comparison) in a thematic analysis of interview transcripts.  

Group meetings were held to develop and review themes emerging from the data. 

Results: 18 anesthesiologists were interviewed.  Respondents displayed an understanding of SA 

using a mixture of clinical and everyday life examples.  Despite agreeing on the importance of 

SA, formal definitions of SA were lacking, and the topic of SA was not made explicit in either 

their practice or their teaching activities.  SA had been learned informally through increasing 

independence in the clinical context, role-modeling, and reflection on errors, and formally 

through simulation.  Respondents currently taught SA through modeling and discussing scanning 

behaviours, checklists, verbalization of thought processes, and debriefings.  Although trainees’ 
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SA was assessed as part of the decision-making process regarding granting clinical 

independence, respondents found it difficult to give meaningful feedback on SA to their trainees. 

Conclusion: Although SA is an essential concept in anesthesiology, its use remains rather tacit 

due to the lack of a common operational definition of the term.  Faculty development is required 

to help anesthesiologists more explicitly teach and assess SA in the clinical environment. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Situational (or situation) awareness (SA) has been defined as “the perception of elements of the 

environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the 

projection of their status in the near future.”1  SA has been recognized as an essential non-

technical skill and crisis resource management (CRM) principle in anesthesiology.3, 4, 23, 112  The 

concept of SA has been incorporated into the “Anaesthetists’ Non-Technical Skills” (ANTS) 

framework,22 the CRM objectives of the Canadian National Anesthesiology Curriculum,105 and 

the Canadian Guidelines to the Practice of Anesthesia.113  In addition, SA is specifically 

identified as part of the CanMEDS 2015 medical expert competencies and milestones.114  

 

Although there have been different definitions and examples of SA within anesthesiology, there 

is little known about how the concept of SA is understood by clinical anesthesiologists.3, 23, 27  In 

a needs assessment by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada, SA was 

identified as the “most important and least understood human factor in healthcare.”12  

Discussions of individual SA, team SA and distributed SA can help to create a framework for 

understanding the concept, but apart from “expert” descriptions of these terms, it is unclear how 
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the average clinical anesthesiologist relates the term “situation(al) awareness” to their day-to-day 

practice.23, 27, 115 

 

Certain cognitive abilities (e.g., working memory capacity, general intelligence, time sharing 

ability, perceptual-motor ability and visual-recognition ability) have been identified as predictors 

of SA ability.55, 56  SA skills vary a lot between individuals based on their “innate abilities, 

experience and training.”9  SA training (including training in attention management strategies 

and part-task training) may improve skills in task management, comprehension development, 

projection and contingency planning, information seeking and self-checking.  29, 55  

 

While potentially applicable to anesthesiology, much of the research into learning SA has been 

borrowed from the aviation industry.  The relatively modest literature on SA in medicine has 

tended to focus on teaching and assessing SA.  Approaches to teaching SA skills in 

anesthesiology include: practicing scanning behaviours; training in attention allocation and 

multitasking through the use of games and simulation; and exercises in pattern matching, 

classroom based teaching, computer-based training, simulation, and the use of virtual 

environments.3, 23, 57  Approaches to teaching SA in other medical specialties, including surgery 

and critical care, have included the use of classroom-based techniques, small group sessions, 

simulation, and coaching, as well as a focus on “slowing down” moments in surgery.61-63, 73-75  

 

Ratings of individual anesthesiologist SA form part of the ANTS behavioural marker system, 

which has been used in both simulated and real clinical environments.34  Similar behavioural 

marker systems (based on ANTS) have been developed for other health care providers, since 
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non-technical skills (including SA) are also felt to be essential in these disciplines.  Examples 

include ANTS-AP for anesthesia assistants;116 NOTSS for surgeons;117 and SPLINTS for scrub 

nurses.118  The ANTS system evaluates SA at three different levels: Gathering information (level 

1: Perception), Recognizing and Understanding (level 2: Comprehension) and Anticipating (level 

3: Projection).1  Other strategies for assessing SA include: variations on the “Situation 

Awareness Global Assessment Tool” (SAGAT); “Situation Awareness Rating Technique”; and 

the “Situation Present Assessment Method”, mostly within the context of simulation.49, 57, 58, 79, 

119, 120  The SAGAT is a technique developed by Endsley that uses pauses to assess participants’ 

SA about a scenario in real-time (e.g. “Level 1: What is the last recorded blood pressure (BP)?”; 

“Level 2: What is the likely cause of that BP?”; “Level 3: What will happen to the BP if the 

patient receives no treatment?”).77  The SAGAT has also been modified to assess SA within a 

team environment (TSAGAT).79 

 

Despite the acknowledged importance of SA as documented in reviews and research, many 

questions remain.  Our study was designed to address the following research questions: 

1. How do anesthesiologists understand the concept of SA? 

2. How do anesthesiologists learn SA? 

3. What do anesthesiologists think about how SA is currently taught and assessed?   

 

4.3 Methods 

This qualitative study, approved by the University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics 

Board (REB15-1959, December 2015), used constructivist grounded theory techniques with a 

focus on participant experiences and understanding of SA.89  A constructivist approach enables 
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researchers to examine “the ways in which events, realities, meanings, experiences and so on are 

the effects of a range of discourses operating within society.”97  Constructivist grounded theory 

techniques (such as line-by-line coding, memo-ing and constant comparison) were used in a 

thematic analysis of transcripts to afford a broader inductive exploration of Calgary 

anesthesiologists’ SA perspectives and practices.86 

 

4.3.1 Data collection 

An interview guide (appendix A) was initially developed by one of the authors (JH) based on the 

study research questions, and then reviewed and revised by the rest of the study team, including 

the addition of probes for each question to stimulate discussion.  Semi-structured interviews were 

conducted in person by JH with the first 2 interviews also including a qualitative researcher (JL) 

with extensive interviewing experience.  Interviews were carried out over 10 months, between 

January and October 2016.  Audio-recordings of the interviews were transcribed verbatim by a 

third-party professional transcriptionist.  All data were anonymized before analysis.  

Simultaneous data collection and coding were performed (see data analysis section below).  

Although our study design was based on an estimated 15-20 interviews, the final number 

depended upon our reaching thematic saturation in our analyses (i.e. no new themes emerging 

from the data) 90, 97, 107, 108 

 

4.3.2 Participants 

We sought to interview anesthesiologists who worked at any of the five hospitals in Calgary and 

who were involved in teaching anesthesiology to medical students and residents.  All 

anesthesiologists who met these criteria were invited by email (by JH) to participate in semi-
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structured interviews.  Interested anesthesiologists contacted JH directly to arrange a time to be 

interviewed.  During the study period, there were approximately 165 staff anesthesiologists 

working in Calgary, and approximately 32 trainees in the anesthesia residency program.  

Although this was in effect a convenience sample, an attempt was made to balance the 

demographic characteristics among the interviewees (e.g., sex, teaching site, years in practice) 

selected from the volunteer pool. 

 

4.3.3 Analysis 

An initial line-by-line coding of the transcripts for calibration purposes for interviews 1 through 

7 was undertaken by JH.  Qualitative data analysis software (NVivo 11 for Mac, QSR 

International, Melbourne, Australia) was used for the coding, as well as to record memos.  Once 

the initial 7 interviews had been coded, the codebook and all of the transcripts were reviewed by 

the study team as a whole and changes to the codebook made.  The remaining interviews (8-18) 

were coded and interviews 1-7 were re-coded.  Coding was performed using an iterative process 

(i.e. transcripts which had previously been coded were reviewed/further coded once more 

interviews had been performed and new data acquired and analyzed).  The study team met 

frequently to discuss emerging ideas and themes related to the data.   

 

Of the four members of the study team consisted, two (JH and RC) are anesthesiologists with an 

interest in medical education.  The other two (RE and JL) are PhD medical education researchers 

with extensive qualitative research backgrounds.  The different perspectives within the group 

allowed for broader examination and interpretation of the data.  The invited participants were all 

known to JH in a professional capacity. 
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4.3.4 Qualitative rigor 

Rigor in qualitative research relates to the trustworthiness of the work.110  While the notions of 

reliability and validity can apply to qualitative work, these concepts are considered differently 

than when used to evaluate quantitative research.111  The credibility (truth value) and 

transferability (applicability) of qualitative research may reflect its validity, whereas the 

dependability (consistency) reflects its reliability.111  Strategies our study team used to increase 

the validity of our research included peer-reviewing/debriefing during the data analysis process; 

clarifying and unpacking potential researcher biases; refinement of the coding system as 

interviews progressed; and iterative deliberative development of emerging theories and 

interpretations of the data.110  To increase reliability, the code-book/coding system used in this 

project was reviewed by the study team, the transcripts were coded by more than one member, 

and agreement regarding coding was established through regular meetings.  Longitudinal 

member-checking during subsequent interviews was another strategy used to increase reliability 

(i.e. asking questions relating findings from earlier interviews to subsequent interview 

participants to confirm experience or meaning).110,99 

 

4.4 Results 

Eighteen anesthesiologists were interviewed for this study, over a period of 10 months.  Sixteen 

participants were initially interviewed, and the sample was then expanded to eighteen to seek 

greater diversity of opinion.  Participant characteristics are described in Table 2.   
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Table 2: Participant Characteristics 

Participant characteristic Result 

Sex (M:F) 12:6  

Number of years in practice Range 2-27 years 

          Number in practice <10 years  8 

          Number in practice >10 years  10 

Practice site Site 1: 9 (FMC*) 

 Site 2: 4 (PLC#) 

 Site 3: 2 (RGH|) 

 Site 4: 2 (ACH**) 

 Site 5: 1 (SHC##) 

Canadian Graduate: International Medical 

Graduate 

15 (Canadian): 3 (IMG||) 

Length of interviews Range, 34 - 88 mins 

Average length, 54 minutes 

* Foothills Medical Centre; # Peter Lougheed Centre; | Rockyview General Hospital;  

** Alberta Children’s Hospital; ## South Health Campus; || International Medical Graduate 

 

The thematic analysis identified many concepts which we grouped within four themes: 

understanding SA, learning SA, teaching SA, and assessing SA.   

 

4.4.1 Understanding SA 

Respondents considered good SA to be a fundamental skill in anesthesiology practice, although 

many admitted they had not spent much time thinking about the concept prior to the interview.   

“I think it's highly valued and … one of those implicit parts of our culture.” 

Interview 12 
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Many respondents were able to describe the concept of SA in the context of the operating room.   

“if we're doing a trauma…patient who's bleeding rapidly, if you've got suddenly a change 

in your rhythm when you're listening to the pulse oximeter…quickly assimilating all of 

that information and then making a decision.” 

 Interview 4 

 

Other respondents described SA based in examples from everyday life, such as parenting, team 

sports, driving and aviation. 

“Driving, for example… You need to be aware of not just keeping your car on the road 

but … what kind of weather is out there, what are the road conditions … what’s 

happening behind you, what’s happening to the side of you and … in your car.” 

Interview 7 

 

Respondents offered various definitions of the term SA, many of which centered on the 

gathering of information from various sources within their environment.  Many respondents also 

discussed the interpretation of this information and the anticipation of future events.  However, 

respondents generally expressed a lack of confidence with working definitions of SA as they 

exist in the literature, and they admitted that SA was not routinely discussed in their work 

setting.   

“I think it's an easy catchphrase to use.  But I don’t know …if it's ever been defined to 

me.  And I don’t know if anyone's ever defined it in terms of how we teach it or who has 

it.” 
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Interview 6 

 

Respondents identified different aspects of SA including the need for vigilance, filtering of non-

relevant data (information gathering), the importance of clinical context and experience (data 

interpretation), the need to prepare for and anticipate events (anticipation).  There was some 

discussion of team SA but most respondents focused on individual SA. 

 

Respondents noted various barriers to their day-to-day SA, including excessive noise (e.g. music, 

non-medical conversations), monitor alarms, personal stressors (e.g. fatigue, hunger, mental 

distraction), high patient complexity, electronic distractions (e.g. cell phone, OR 

computer/internet) and the presence of learners.  They described strategies to maintain or 

enhance SA including scanning behaviours (e.g. monitor scan, room scan), the use of 

checklists/briefings, and frequent self-reflection on performance. 

 

SA was also discussed in terms of emotional intelligence (a type of social intelligence that 

involves monitoring, discriminating between and using emotions to guide thinking and 

actions).121 

" residents that I have come across who lack situational awareness… either they're not 

vigilant … [or] they don't know how to read non-verbal cues” 

Interview 4 

 

A number of respondents thought that “good SA” was a critical way of differentiating novice and 

expert anesthesiologists. 
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“maturing from a medical student… to an anaesthesia resident, to an anaesthesia staff 

person … a lot of what you’re doing is developing situational awareness.” 

Interview 11 

 

4.4.2 Learning SA 

Although several anesthesiologists indicated that they had learned about SA through simulation, 

most participants described having to build SA skills with little educational support, largely 

through self-reflection around medical errors and near misses.  The power of role modeling of 

SA was also highlighted.   

“this is the same as all the other nontechnical skills, like how do you teach 

professionalism, how do you teach scholarship? … a lot of it is through role modeling” 

Interview 8 

 

Respondents noted that some learners have inherently better SA skills than others.   

“I think some people are just good at it… they’re street smart…they just know what’s 

going on.” 

Interview 3 

 

However, most respondents agreed that SA was a skill that could be learned. 

“I imagine that nature sort of pegs your range.  And nurture puts you where you end up 

finishing up on that range.” 

Interview 6 
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Respondents felt that while SA learning in anesthesiology begins at the earliest stages of 

training, it mainly occurs in senior years (usually postgraduate year three and above).   

 “my conversation with an R5 is very different because … I know that they’ve acquired 

those skills and that baseline level of functioning … the majority of teaching that I do for 

an R5 is all about situational awareness actually.” 

Interview 7 

 

4.4.3 Teaching SA 

Respondents felt that SA should be taught.  They described using different teaching methods 

including behavioural teaching around checklists and scanning behaviours, debriefing after 

errors and near misses, talking aloud, and giving graduated independence to learners.   

"you have to verbalize your thoughts… if you hear silence in the room and suction going 

and … situational things that tell you that the surgeons are in trouble and you just order 

four units of blood and you don’t verbalize why you’ve done that then…the opportunity 

to teach that awareness is lost." 

Interview 7 

 

While few respondents used the term “situational awareness” in their teaching, those who had a 

background in simulation were more likely to use the specific terminology of SA and other CRM 

principles.  While respondents frequently mentioned simulation as a tool to teach SA, they noted 

that the artificial environment of simulation could not substitute for true clinical experience. 
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“The problem with simulation …is that it's an artificial situation - as much as we try to 

make it into a realistic situation, it's not… And you lose a lot of those non-verbal cues … 

with regards to what … we interpret as important and not” 

Interview 4 

 

Several respondents described barriers to teaching, including a limited understanding of how to 

teach SA, and the time pressure in the operating room.  It was felt that faculty development to 

improve familiarity with SA concepts and teaching methods would be beneficial. 

“I think one of the challenges is that we don't think about it, so we don't… deliberately 

focus on it” 

Interview 10 

 

Additionally, respondents described the need to prioritize patient safety rather than allowing 

residents to learn from errors in SA.   

“I don't let [residents] drift too far … versus waiting for them to miss it and then 

[patients] come to harm and then to teach that point.” 

Interview 2 

 

4.4.4 Assessment of SA 

Our respondents described assessing their trainees’ SA using various discrete methods, including 

direct assessments of information gathering and understanding, discussions of anesthetic plans 

and anticipated events, and SAGAT-like questioning activities.   
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“periodically testing them…like what was the last peak airway pressure… what was your 

respiratory rate? What was your PEEP?” 

Interview 4 

 

However, many respondents described using a gestalt evaluation of SA rather than specific 

techniques, which reflected a focus on their trust in the trainee, and affected decisions about 

giving the trainee certain levels of responsibility and independence. 

“when you’re working with a resident…one of the things you…unconsciously determine 

is… does this individual have good situational awareness for their stage of training? And 

therefore, am I comfortable with them doing what they’re doing? Can I leave the room 

for this amount of time?” 

Interview 11 

 

Respondents highlighted the difficulty of truly assessing SA due to the internal nature of the 

trainees’ thoughts and understanding of events.  Some also highlighted that the very act of 

assessment changed the trainee’s SA in situ. 

“by the simple fact of asking them about it ‘Were you aware of that?’ … it changes 

their… awareness of it or …the way that they would think about it.  Simply because 

you’ve asked about it.” 

Interview 7 

 

Respondents noted that they tended to avoid giving feedback about SA as they thought it would 

be received as personal criticism.   
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 “you're criticizing their cognitive process in some ways, and that cognitive process is not 

… something that they've learned in residency.  It's something that's part of their whole… 

development.” 

Interview 15 

 

4.5 Discussion 

This is one of the first studies to explore how clinical anesthesiologists understand the concept of 

SA, how they believe it is learned, and how they approach the teaching and assessment of SA. 

 

We found that SA was not explicitly discussed in the workplace in this community of practice, 

despite there being a general agreement as to the importance of the concept and the fact that 

deficiencies in SA were well known to relate to critical incidents in anesthesiology.40, 46  The 

expert reviews of SA in anesthesiology within the literature have focused on explicit, codified 

knowledge of SA; knowledge that is “subject to quality control by editors, peer review and 

debate and … given status by incorporation into educational programmes.”52  This differs from a 

more individual and personal knowledge of SA, which Eraut defined as “the cognitive resource 

which a person brings to a situation that enables them to think and perform.”52  Personal 

knowledge can be either tacit or explicit, and is context-dependent.52  SA was likely still a tacit 

concept in the particular community of practice we engaged, a type of “intuitive expert 

knowing”.53 
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The anesthesiologists within our community of practice considered SA to be relevant to both 

their clinical and non-clinical lives, and that it was particularly important to their specialty.  

However, as with the human factors and aviation communities,7 there was no definitive, easily 

quoted description of SA and many of the respondents initially struggled with having to 

verbalize quite how they understood SA.  Nevertheless participants were able to articulate, to 

varying degrees, the importance of gathering, interpreting and anticipating information from the 

patient and the environment; thus Endsley’s 3 level model of SA proved to be a useful, relatable 

framework that could provide a shared language for these anesthesiologists.1 

 

Anesthesiologists described the way that they learned SA as having been heavily influenced by 

experiential learning during and beyond their training.   Progressive clinical independence, role-

modeling, self-reflection, and analysis after errors were identified as critical for developing SA 

in the absence of formalized instruction, although some anesthesiologists had encountered the 

concept of SA during simulation training.  Our findings in that regard align with both 

experiential and social learning theories, demonstrating the important of practical and 

collaborative approaches to developing SA.122  

 

Respondents discussed different approaches to teaching SA, including using checklists, scanning 

behaviours, debriefing after errors, and talking-aloud in order to share otherwise tacit knowledge.  

These approaches to teaching SA have been also been suggested in the literature.23, 29  Although 

simulation has been identified by others as a method of teaching SA,123 our respondents 

expressed concern regarding the inauthenticity of the simulated environment, with respect to the 

development of SA skills.  It was unclear whether individuals who were familiar with simulation 
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were better or more explicit teachers of SA in the clinical environment, only that those with 

simulation experience seemed more familiar with the concept of SA. 

 

Respondents assessed trainees’ performance on information gathering, data interpretation, and 

ability to anticipate future events, an approach which was consistent with Endsley’s 3 levels of 

SA, and the ANTS behavioural marker system evaluation of SA.9, 22  Assessment of a trainee’s 

SA was seen as a gestalt process, similar to that used in a global-rating type assessment, and the 

anesthesiologist’s impression was used to inform decisions about granting clinical independence 

to the trainee. 

 

One implication of this study was the apparent need for a commonly used, operational definition 

of SA for anesthesiology teaching and assessment in the clinical context.  Secondly, despite the 

numerous extant resources related to SA in anesthesiology,22, 23, 27 there was a clear need for 

continuing professional development and faculty development that addressed SA issues.  Perhaps 

most importantly, there was an apparent need for more explicit discussion and acknowledgement 

of SA as a vital skill in anesthesiology practice and education.  These discussions should also 

consider the advantages and disadvantages of using different instructional modalities (such as 

simulation) to teach and assess trainees’ SA. 

 

We acknowledge several limitations in this research.  Firstly, the findings are situated within a 

single community of practice at a specific time, and as such may not be generalizable to all 

anesthesiology practice contexts.  Secondly, our focus was primarily on individual SA, not on 

team SA or distributed SA.27  Thirdly, the first author undertook the bulk of the coding for this 
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study, with the inherent risk of bias related to her previous thinking about SA, knowledge of the 

literature, and her own clinical and simulation experiences in anesthesiology.  However, all 

research team members reviewed the interview transcripts and performed their own coding of the 

interviews.  Emerging themes and questions were discussed regularly in group meetings.  

Finally, we acknowledge that the views of learners were not part of this study as only staff 

anesthesiologists were recruited. 

 

In conclusion, anesthesiologists appeared to understand SA, although a commonly used 

operational definition was lacking, as was any formal or regular consideration of SA issues.  

Although SA is clearly relevant and important to our specialty, it remains a somewhat tacit and 

nebulous concept, and as such it should be discussed, taught, and assessed more explicitly, with 

particular attention to its practical and collaborative aspects we identified.  Our findings reflect 

Glavin and Flin’s discussion of SA as a competency in anesthesiology, in that SA is undoubtedly 

important, but incompletely acknowledged, and deserves as much as attention as the basic 

science knowledge required for the medical expert role in anesthesiology.112 
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Chapter Five: Discussion and Conclusions  

 

This chapter will elaborate on the discussion of the study findings presented in Chapter Four.  

The aim of my research was to explore how anesthesiologists in Calgary understood the concept 

of SA, and I attempted to gain insight into how they had experienced learning SA, along with 

how they approached teaching and assessment of SA in trainees.  I will discuss the themes and 

subthemes that emerged from the data analysis related to each of the questions, and will expand 

on these within the context of the existing medical education literature.  I will explore the 

implications of the study findings, review the strengths and weaknesses of the study, and discuss 

avenues for possible future research. 

 

5.1 Discussion 

SA is linked to performance in complex and dynamic environments20 and is considered a marker 

of expertise.2 There is increasing interest in studying optimal teaching and assessment methods 

for SA in medical training.61, 78  However, in the midst of the development of training programs 

and measurement tools for SA in both clinical and simulated environments, some larger 

questions have been ignored, namely: how do the physicians responsible for educating medical 

trainees really understand SA, and how do they pragmatically approach the teaching and 

assessment of SA? Without knowing how (and whether) anesthesiologists understand SA, and 

how this influences their teaching and assessment activities, we are missing important 

information.  This study is one of the first to use qualitative methods to explore the perspectives 

of practicing anesthesiologists. 
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5.1.1 Understanding SA 

Analysis of our interview data revealed that participants felt that SA was an important concept 

and a valuable skill in anesthesiology, but that they did not explicitly discuss SA in their 

workplace.  They could provide examples of SA from both their professional and personal lives, 

but lacked confidence in providing a common, working definition of SA.  Participants described 

common barriers to SA along with strategies they used to maintain or increase their SA.  SA skill 

was felt to be a marker of expertise in anesthesiology. 

 

The general agreement regarding the importance of SA in anesthesiology is understandable given 

that deficiencies in SA are known to relate to critical incidents.40, 46  Good performance of NTS 

has been associated with good performance of technical skills in a simulated anesthetic crisis,124 

and better NTS (especially SA) have been associated with fewer surgical errors in the clinical 

environment.125, 126 Despite the acknowledged importance of the topic, participants expressed a 

lack of confidence in providing definitions of SA, but they were able to describe examples which 

illustrate their understanding of the concept; this likely reflected a “personal knowledge” of SA, 

indicative of a tacit understanding of SA.52, 59 Even within the human factors and aviation 

literature, SA has been described as a “ubiquitous phrase and the frequent topic of research 

projects even without consensus on its meaning.”7(p.55) When asked about SA, participants were 

able to articulate, to varying degrees, the importance of gathering information from the patient 

and the environment, the necessity of interpreting this information in light of the clinical context, 

and the significance of being able to anticipate future events. Thus, Endsley’s 3 level model of 

SA appears to be a useful, relatable framework that could provide a shared language for these 
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anesthesiologists.1 Endsley’s model is commonly cited within the anesthesiology SA literature,23, 

40 but does not yet appear to have entered the collective consciousness of the anesthesiologists in 

this practice setting.  The model represents just one possible theory for conceptualizing SA,5 but 

it is one that would likely resonate within this community of anesthesiologists and would likely 

allow for a richer discussion of SA in practice.  Collective familiarity with a model of SA could 

be encouraged by providing continuing professional development for anesthesiologists in the 

form of readings or lectures on the topic.  In his study of tacit knowledge in the workplace, Eraut 

suggested that such continuing education might provide “a vocabulary for talking about aspects 

of …experiences which had been previously difficult to discuss,” and would provide theoretical 

knowledge to help individuals “make sense of their experience.”52(p.120)  

 

Those participants who did have some familiarity with the modality of simulation appeared to be 

more comfortable with the terminology of SA and more easily able to discuss the concept of SA 

in an explicit manner.  This comfort with the terminology was also more apparent in the 

participants who had aviation experience (e.g. were either pilots themselves or had participated 

in patient air transport activities).  SA is an integral part of the vocabulary of CRM and NTS 

frameworks;127 with a common explicit language and structure for thinking about SA, it is 

possible that a subset of anesthesiologists with simulation, aviation or similar experience, may be 

able to be more explicit, and less tacit or intuitive, in their thinking and discussion of the subject 

of SA.  This finding has not been reported in the medical education literature, as there has been 

little focus to date on how exactly clinical anesthesiologists understand and discuss the topic of 

SA in the workplace.  
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As greater numbers of anesthesiologists gain familiarity with simulation through the residency 

training experiences and via continuing professional education activities,128, 129 their familiarity 

with the language of CRM, including SA, will likely evolve. Simulation is now a mandatory part 

of Canadian anesthesiology residency training, and is being used to evaluate senior 

anesthesiology resident performance in a summative fashion.130  As such, we are likely 

witnessing a time of transition in which SA is moving from a tacit concept to one that is more 

explicitly understood and discussed. Examples of other concepts in medical education that have 

undergone a transition from tacit to explicit include professionalism131-133 and communication 

skills.134-136  These topics are now widely acknowledged as important concepts in medical 

education, and a similar “growing degree of consensus”137 related to an understanding of SA is 

not only possible, but likely.  

 

5.1.2 Learning SA 

Our participants described learning their own SA skills mostly informally, through their own 

incremental clinical exposure, from their role models, and through self-reflection on error and 

near misses. In some cases SA was learned formally and deliberately through simulation.  

Participants thought that, although some trainees possessed inherently better SA skills, SA was 

something that could be learned.  Participants also expressed that trainees needed to have 

acquired fundamental anesthesiology knowledge and skills, which they felt had usually occurred 

by the 3rd postgraduate year, in order to focus on learning SA, but acknowledged that learning 

about SA likely occurred throughout medical training regardless of level. 

 

The tacit nature of the concept of SA was reflected in our participants’ descriptions of their 
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mostly unplanned and informal learning experiences.52, 59, 138  Similar to our participants’ 

experiences, Larsson described tacit learning within the specialty of anesthesiology as occurring 

“through training, experience, and reflection.”139  Our participants’ SA learning also reflect 

theories of social learning, particularly in relation to role modeling.122  Role modeling is 

recognized as part of the “informal curriculum” within medical education60 and our participants 

described learning SA from role-models (both positive and negative) during their training. In 

addition to these informal types of learning, participants (especially those who had more recently 

completed training) also discussed their experiences in learning SA through simulation, where 

the topic was discussed more explicitly.  Through formalized introduction of NTS early on in 

training, simulation offers a chance to learn about topics like SA in a more deliberate fashion.140 

 

Learning experiences related to SA can be complex, and influenced by multiple factors and 

experiences with other individuals.  For example, a mandatory pre-operative briefing is done 

prior to every surgery, wherein the surgeon, anesthesiologist, nurses and patient run through a 

checklist in order to share information about the case and discuss any anticipated concerns.  Even 

if a staff anesthesiologist demonstrates positive role modeling through active participation and 

sharing of SA with other team members, a dismissive attitude from another team member (e.g. 

surgeon or nurse) regarding the value of the briefing may negatively impact an anesthesiology 

trainee’s learning. Furthermore, a negative role-modeling experience within the briefing may 

make it less likely that a trainee will choose to speak up, or share SA, with the surgical team later 

in the case. Simulation may be used to purposively counteract these types of negative learning 

experiences, for example by providing learners with the opportunity to practice speaking up (and 

practice sharing SA) in a less intimidating environment.141 
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While our participants were able to discuss some of the ways they had learned SA, they also 

expressed opinions about the nature of individual SA skills and the extent to which SA could be 

learned.  Some participants thought SA ability was largely intrinsic, but most agreed that training 

in SA could bring about improvements to a variable extent.  The learning trajectory for SA was 

thought to be different for each individual, but participants generally agreed that midway through 

a 5-year residency (by at least the 3rd post-graduate year) residents would exhibit increasing skill 

with SA, at least in the context of routine cases.  The development of SA skill was felt to 

represent one marker of transitioning from being from “junior” to “senior” resident (which 

parallels the development of expertise),2 although some “junior” residents can exhibit excellent 

SA skills early in training. As the level of training progressed, participants expected the trainees’ 

SA skills to be more advanced, especially the higher levels of SA (in particular level 3 SA); it 

was expected that senior trainees would anticipate problems and make preparations to deal with 

such problems in advance. 

 

Our participants’ beliefs that individuals could learn SA skills and improve their SA is important 

because if SA is thought to represent a stable, immutable trait, it follows that it would not be a 

worthwhile endeavour to try to develop SA in trainees.  There is evidence that training does 

improve SA skills,29, 125 although it has been difficult to show that improvements in SA (and 

CRM) skills do influence outcomes in either aviation or medicine.125 Still, SA is a skill that can 

be addressed through training in attention management, the use of checklists and briefings, 

information seeking/filtering, self-checking and contingency planning.29  Participants’ beliefs 

that SA learning required a solid baseline level of knowledge is similar to what has been 
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described in aviation teaching, where a primary focus on SA “can only be performed once the 

trainee has demonstrated competence to manage aircraft systems…so that they have sufficient 

additional capacity to take on… a higher workload.”142(p.21)  Our participants’ beliefs regarding 

the abilities of trainees to improve and acquire SA skills, along with their general agreement that 

trainees require solid fundamental skills and knowledge before they can focus on learning SA 

skills, are therefore not unique to anesthesiology,142 and likely influenced their approaches to 

teaching SA, which will be discussed below. 

 

5.1.3 Teaching SA 

Our participants agreed that it was important to teach SA in anesthesiology, and they used 

different methods to do so, including talking-aloud (narrating) during patient care activities, 

describing and demonstrating scanning behaviours, role modeling including using checklists and 

participation in briefings, debriefing after critical events, and giving learners graduated 

independence to practice their own SA skills (with varying levels of supervision).  Some 

participants mentioned teaching through explicit discussion of SA during simulation activities.  

Although many participants highlighted simulation as a teaching tool with no risk of patient 

harm, some expressed concerns about the inauthenticity of the simulation environment, and the 

importance of real clinical experience in developing SA.  Barriers to teaching SA were 

discussed, including participants’ limited understanding of how exactly to teach it, the time 

pressure in the operating room and the need to prioritize patient safety above trainees’ learning 

opportunities. 

 

Our participants’ descriptions of how they taught SA appeared to be reflective of a “cognitive 
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apprenticeship” model, which aims to make tacit concepts more explicit through the following 

teaching strategies: modeling, coaching, scaffolding, articulation, reflection, and exploration.67, 68 

While participants described using one or more of these strategies to teach SA, it appeared that 

they did this intuitively, without referencing a model or framework underlying their teaching 

methods. Ong et al.72 found that surgeons similarly used teaching methods that aligned with the 

cognitive apprenticeship model while providing clinical (intraoperative) teaching; however while 

the surgeons used modeling, coaching and scaffolding effectively, they did not tend to use the 

methods of articulation, reflection, or exploration to teach their trainees. The cognitive 

apprenticeship model is one that might help teachers in anesthesiology recognize and name the 

methods they are using to teach the tacit concept of SA, and thus might help them to be more 

explicit and intentional in their teaching of SA.   

 

In contrast to the clinical teaching environment, simulation was mentioned as a teaching method 

where SA skills were explicitly introduced and practiced, without risk of patient harm.  

Simulation is now frequently integrated into anesthesiology residency NTS teaching curricula.143  

There is some evidence that CRM skills (which include SA) taught using simulation do transfer 

to clinical settings.144, 145  While the anesthesiologists we interviewed appeared to accept and 

endorse simulation as a teaching tool, they also raised concerns about the modality, including the 

lack of authentic interpersonal interactions and non-verbal cues in simulations, that would be 

present in true clinical situations.  They also felt that the trainees’ heightened alertness in the 

context of knowing some critical event would likely occur influenced their SA during simulation.  

Participants did not feel that simulation would replace clinical experience in terms of SA 

teaching; exposures to patients in an actual clinical context, and authentic interaction with 
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colleagues and patients, were mentioned as important experiences in cultivating SA, in addition 

to simulation.  The use of interprofessional simulation, with a focus on authentic interpersonal 

interaction, may mitigate some of the concerns our participants expressed regarding the use of 

simulation to teach SA and other NTS.64, 146 A focus on real-world clinical experience, as 

emphasized within the cognitive apprenticeship model,67 must be balanced with the new reality 

that time spent in the clinical environment may become more limited with CBME programs in 

anesthesiology. Additionally, the use of simulation mitigates some of the barriers that our 

participants identified regarding SA teaching, namely concerns for patient safety, and the time 

pressure experienced in the operating room.147, 148  Simulation is also increasingly being used in 

the assessment of trainees’ technical and non-technical skills,130 although assessment of SA 

through simulation was not a focus of our participants’ discussions of SA assessment, as outlined 

below. 

 

5.1.4 Assessment of SA 

With regard to assessment of SA, our participants described evaluating their trainees’ skills in 

gathering and interpreting information, along with how well they could anticipate possible future 

events.  Some participants used real-time questioning probes in a SAGAT-like fashion, although 

they were not formally aware of this assessment tool.  Participants found SA challenging to 

assess, given the internal nature of the process.  Often SA assessment was a gestalt process, and 

participants used their judgements of their trainee’s SA ability in order to make decisions about 

trusting them or allowing them clinical independence.  Despite the important consequences of 

SA assessments, participants found it difficult to give feedback on SA to trainees and worried 

that the feedback would be taken as personal criticism.   
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Researchers have been developing various tools to measure SA since the 1980s.10, 77, 149 

Assessment tools like the SAGAT and the ANTS behavioural system are most often used in the 

context of the simulated environment;57, 78, 79, 127, 150 and there has been less focus on how these 

type of assessments of SA have been used in the clinical environment.81  While our participants 

tended to discuss the use of simulation for learning and teaching of SA, they did not emphasize 

the role of simulation in the assessment of SA; rather, they focused on assessments of their 

trainees’ SA ability within the clinical context.  Our participants did not describe using any 

formal tools to evaluate residents’ SA in the clinical teaching setting.  Some described SAGAT-

like questioning behaviours although the use of the technique was intuitive.  Assessments of SA 

were often described as “gestalt”, informal assessments.  Participants repeatedly described 

trainees struggling with SA as those “who just didn’t get it.” Without being able to identify 

where the trainee was struggling (was it, in fact, a lack of SA that was the problem, and was it 

the perception, comprehension, or anticipation of an event that was problematic for the trainee?), 

participants could not provide specific, justifiable, and actionable feedback to trainees.  

Furthermore, participants indicated that they did not feel that they could trust trainees whom they 

judged to have poor SA, and they did not feel comfortable leaving these trainees alone with 

patients in the operating room.  The idea of clinical trust and entrustment is important in 

CBME,151 along with a focus on observation and assessment of trainees.85  Since it appears that 

entrustment decisions were being made, often implicitly, at least in part based on assessments of 

SA, we need to know more about how SA is being assessed as a competency.  Resources which 

have been developed to specifically identify aspects of competency in NTS and SA152 might help 

to clarify such judgements. 
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While participants agreed that SA must be assessed, and that such assessment would be valuable 

for trainees, they found it difficult to provide trainees with feedback on their SA. Participants 

expressed concern that negative feedback on SA would be received as personal criticism, and 

would be dismissed by the trainee as simply a difference of opinion or practice style. These 

concerns are similar to those expressed by physician preceptors interviewed by Watling et al.,153 

who articulated their fears that trainees are poorly receptive to negative feedback.  Preceptors 

also expressed concern about harming trainees with their feedback.153  Our participants 

expressed these types of concerns regarding giving SA feedback, especially if that feedback was 

negative, as they worried that trainees might perceive a lack of either credibility or 

constructiveness in the feedback,154 given that participants themselves admitted to difficulty with 

verbalizing the construct of SA.  

 

5.2 Implications for education 

The shift towards CBME in residency has prompted a call to make the implicit parts of medical 

practice more explicit.53, 85, 155, 156  The specialty of anesthesiology is experiencing a time of 

transition; within the context studied in this research, anesthesiologists recognized the 

importance of SA to safe and expert practice, but appeared to lack a common working definition 

of SA which might inform teaching and assessment practices.  Anesthesiologists have looked to 

aviation training as a model of explicit and deliberate SA teaching and assessment,3 and even 

aviation experts have acknowledged the tacit nature of SA and NTS, given that “traditionally 

[human factors] have been associated with airmanship or just plain common sense; and 

knowledge was gained through experience and a process of infusion.”142(p.8)  However, now that 
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SA training in mandatory in aviation, that implicit or tacit understanding of SA has evolved to 

include a common language to explicitly discuss and train this concept.  Physicians and 

anesthesiologists appear to be working towards becoming more deliberate in discussing, teaching 

and assessing SA as well.  An example of more explicit acknowledgement of SA within medical 

education and CBME is the inclusion of SA in CanMEDS 2015 as a specific competency within 

the medical expert role (milestone 5.2): “Adopt strategies that promote patient safety and address 

human and system factors.”157 Specifically, trainees within the “transition to discipline” stage are 

expected to be able to “describe the principles of situational awareness and their implications for 

medical practice.”157 Within the “core of discipline” stage, trainees must “apply the principles of 

situational awareness to clinical practice.”157  The progression of SA skills is being 

acknowledged as part of the transition from novice to expert medical practitioner.2, 157 

 

Recent changes within the assessment culture in our study context also point to a transition in 

recognition of the importance of SA.  In early 2017 (after the completion of all the data 

collection for this study), the daily assessment forms for anesthesiology residents were changed 

to include specific evaluation of “situational awareness” in addition to other competencies like 

communication, team collaboration, critical thinking, organization, and technical skills.  This 

may represent a shift in how the concept of SA is being acknowledged by medical educators in 

Calgary.  Furthermore, anesthesiologists must now consider SA explicitly during resident 

evaluation (regardless of their own underlying understanding of the construct), and residents are 

now receiving feedback specifically on SA, on a daily basis.  However, it is still unclear how 

exactly the feedback on SA in this context is being generated, how specific or actionable it is, 

and how it is being used.  Despite these unknowns and challenges associated with changes in 
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assessment of SA, it is quite possible that if the data collection for this study were to occur at the 

present time, the views of participants and findings of the study would be different, as 

acknowledgement of the concept has changed. 

 

One of the tensions in teaching SA, as articulated by our participants, was the dilemma of how to 

provide the trainee with the opportunity and time to exercise clinical SA (especially Endsley’s 

levels 2 and 3) versus the requirement to maintain patient safety.  This problem has previously 

been articulated within the context of CBME: “Although no one would dispute that patient safety 

is of paramount importance, members of the profession also have a responsibility to the 

professional formation of learners.”85  For example, if an anesthesiologist supervising a trainee 

noticed that the patient’s oxygen saturation had decreased, but the trainee did not perceive this, 

how long could the supervisor wait to intervene? Would it be safe and reasonable to allow the 

trainee to notice the drop in oxygen saturation (level 1 SA), come up with a differential diagnosis 

(level 2 SA) and intervene to correct the problem? The conservative answer would be that patient 

safety supersedes the trainee’s opportunity to develop their SA in the clinical environment.  The 

liberal view would be that trainees must be allowed, at some point, to “struggle” and be forced to 

work through a problem.  Our study respondents articulated this concern in teaching SA, and 

then often discussed using simulation as a possible SA teaching modality that eliminates the 

issue of maintaining patient safety.  It appears that both simulation experiences and authentic 

clinical exposures to patients will be necessary to optimize SA teaching going forward. 

 

As previously discussed, other formerly tacit topics in medical education have received more 

explicit acknowledgement in the medical education curriculum, and lessons from faculty 
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development to improve teaching and assessment of such topics may provide insights for SA 

education.158 Zeidner et al.158 have suggested basing any teaching intervention “on a solid 

theoretical framework, permitting a clear definition” of the concept; specifying program goals 

and behavioural outcomes; identifying the appropriate educational and developmental context for 

teaching (i.e. considering the resident’s level of training); integrating teaching throughout the 

curriculum (i.e. not limiting teaching to simulation, but including the clinical environment 

explicitly); generalization of skills to other contexts (i.e. encouraging practice of SA skills in a 

non-clinical context); providing professional development for teachers; and creating robust 

assessment programs. All of these strategies would also be useful for programmatic and faculty 

development related to SA.  Strategies for faculty development for CBME, discussed specifically 

within the context of anesthesiology,156 include focusing on further education for faculty 

regarding the topics they are expected to teach trainees (e.g. explaining SA using Endsley’s 

model), but also developing their teaching skills related to those topics (e.g. introducing faculty 

to the cognitive apprenticeship model) and assessment activities (e.g. providing training on the 

ANTS behavioural marker system).  These interventions could help change the nature of current 

gestalt, non-specific assessments described by our study participants, to more actionable, specific 

feedback on SA for trainees. 

 

5.3 Future research directions 

While the results of our analysis have increased our appreciation of how our study participants 

pragmatically understand SA, and how they learn, teach and assess SA, there are many questions 

that remain.  Which educational activities and experiences would accelerate the learning of SA in 

trainees? What are the most effective ways to teach SA, using simulation and real clinical 
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experiences? How do we define competency in SA, and is there an agreed-upon level of 

competency in SA skills for anesthesiologists? How can we improve the quality of SA 

assessment in our educational environment? 

 

The findings from the current study may help shape future research into the topic of SA in 

anesthesiology.  Possible future research includes exploring whether SA is indeed a tacit concept 

in other Canadian anesthesiology training programs, along with how the concept has evolved in 

these educational settings. Other approaches to teaching and assessment of SA in different 

programs could be contrasted with the methods reported in this study.  Since there are 

advantages and disadvantages to using simulation in the teaching of SA, it would be useful to 

explore the integration of simulation and clinical experiences for SA learning and teaching, 

particularly in the context of CBME. 

 

While it was not possible to interview trainees in this current study, the logical next step in 

expanding our understanding of SA in anesthesiology would be to examine the perceptions and 

experiences of trainees.  Furthermore, residents might be able to share their insights into how 

their SA has evolved during training, compared with their baseline abilities.  Since trainees are 

continually progressing through various stages of learning and competence, it is possible that 

they might have reflected more deliberately on their changing skills in SA, and might be able to 

articulate these thoughts more clearly than anesthesiologists who completed their training long 

ago. A collaborative approach between preceptors and trainees in researching SA would likely 

yield richer, more useful data related to SA learning, teaching and assessment. 
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Since our study has identified the lack of a shared operational definition for SA amongst faculty 

members, along with concerns regarding assessment and feedback related to SA, interventions 

focusing on faculty development will likely be undertaken, and these should be evaluated over 

time.  Examples of future projects might include the development of workshops or educational 

rounds for teachers and assessors of SA, and training in the use of assessment tools like ANTS or 

SAGAT.  Established curriculum development frameworks, like Kern’s 6 step model,159 could 

guide faculty development projects, and provide direction for dissemination of such work. 

 

5.4 Strengths and limitations 

While this study has offered some insights into SA in anesthesiology, there are a number of 

limitations.  We looked at only one practice setting at a single point in time.  It might be difficult 

to generalize the findings to a different context, as each anesthesiology training program has its 

own unique educational culture.  However, since the focus of this study was to pragmatically 

study SA with the aim of improving SA education within our program, this was a practical and 

rational approach.  Additionally, much of the discussion in this study focused on individual SA, 

not on team or distributed SA.  While team and distributed SA are undoubtedly important, the 

reality is that we teach and assess our trainees on an individual basis, and therefore a focus on 

individual SA was quite appropriate as a means of exploring the concept in this context. 

 

With regard to data analysis, I did much of the coding for this project, with the risk of bringing 

my own biases into the coding, including my views on SA, my knowledge of the existing 

literature, and my own clinical and simulation experiences related to SA in anesthesiology 

training and practice.  This was mitigated by the fact that all members of the study team 
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reviewed all the transcripts, actively coded several of these transcripts each, and that regularly 

meetings were held to discuss and debate emerging ideas and themes.  Furthermore, I recoded 

transcripts after a thorough team discussion of the codebook, in order to increase the rigor in the 

study.  My own experiences in anesthesiology, and my understanding of language and jargon 

that is often used professionally, likely aided in communication with the research participants, 

providing insider access to discussion that likely yielded even richer, more detailed data than an 

non-anesthesiologist would have been able to obtain during the interview process. 

 

As I was intimately involved at the time of the study with coordinating the formal educational 

program for our residents, as well sitting on the residency training committee, it was not 

appropriate for me to perform one-on-one interviews with residents, and I was not able to elicit 

their thoughts and points of view on SA in anesthesiology.  It would be very important to explore 

the trainee perspective of SA, and the current study will provide a useful basis for future research 

into this topic.   

 

5.5 Conclusions 

The participating anesthesiologists in this study did appear to understand SA, although a 

commonly used operational definition was lacking, as were formal or regular discussions of SA 

within the workplace. Although SA was clearly relevant and important to the specialty, it 

remained a somewhat tacit and nebulous concept in this anesthesiology setting.  Existing 

theoretical models could be used more deliberately to provide anesthesiologists with a deeper 

understanding of the concept of SA, and a common language with which to approach discussion 

with trainees; in particular, Endsley’s three-level model appeared to best reflect how our 
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respondents understood SA.  The teaching of SA described by our participants reflected aspects 

of a cognitive apprenticeship model, and faculty development to share this model might help 

make teachers more aware of the methods being used to teach SA, which in turn might make 

their teaching of SA more deliberate.  While simulation was discussed as an important 

educational modality that could be used to explicitly introduce the concept of SA, and to allow 

development of SA skills without the risk of patient harm, authentic clinical experience was felt 

to be vital for SA learning and teaching.  The optimal incorporation of both simulated and true 

clinical experiences related to SA will require careful reflection as the CBME paradigm is 

realized in anesthesiology training. Assessment of SA must become more explicit and deliberate 

(particularly in the context of CBME) since judgments about SA appeared to form part of 

entrustment decisions made by anesthesiologists in this setting.  Faculty development is needed 

so that SA may be discussed, taught, and assessed more explicitly in anesthesiology training. 
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Interview questions: 

Your experiences with the concept of situation awareness (SA) 

1. What is your understanding of the concept of situation awareness? 

Probes: 

• What does the term situation awareness mean to you? 

• If you haven’t heard much about situation awareness, what do you believe 

it refers to in anesthesia practice? 

2. How have you encountered the concept of situation awareness? 

Probes: 

• When do you remember first encountering the concept of SA? 

• In what context(s) have you encountered the concept of SA? 

• Are there examples of where you have encountered the concept of SA 

outside of anesthesiology or the field of medicine? 

3. How is the idea of SA relevant to your practice? 

Probes: 

• Can you think of an example in your practice where situation awareness 

was important, or affected a patient outcome? 

• How has the term come up during discussions with colleagues? 

• Are there are any examples where you may have read about the term 

“situation awareness”? 

4. Is SA a concept that is recognized or acknowledged within your workplace culture? 

Probes: 

• Are there contexts in which your group might discuss SA, for example 

M+M rounds? Resident teaching sessions?  Discussions about residents in 

difficulty? 

• Can you think of an example where situation awareness was highlighted 

within your group, either in practice or in discussion? 

• (If interviewee answers “not valued”): Why do you think SA is not valued 

in your practice group/workplace? 
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5. What are some of the barriers or challenges to maintaining SA in the clinical 

environment? 

Probes: 

• The use of technology might compromise SA.  How have you encountered 

this? 

6. How do you know if someone has good SA? 

Probes: 

• What are the ways in which you personally assess someone’s SA? 

• How should SA be evaluated? 

 

Your understanding of learning SA 

7. How do you think situation awareness is learned? 

Probes: 

• What experiences help with the learning of situation awareness? 

• At what point(s) in training does situation awareness learning occur? 

• How do you think context factors into learning SA? Clinical vs.  

classroom vs.  simulation scenario? Explicit or implicit instruction? 

8. How have you personally learned about situation awareness? 

Probes: 

• Tell me about a time when situation awareness was important during your 

training. 

• What role did your residency training play in your learning about situation 

awareness? 

9. What are your thoughts about whether SA is something that everyone can learn?  

Probes: 

• Discuss whether SA is an innate skill or a skill that can be developed. 

• Why might someone argue that you cannot learn situation awareness? 

 

Your thoughts on the teaching of SA 

10. How do you personally approach the teaching of situation awareness to learners? 
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Probes: 

• How do you discuss situation awareness with learners? 

• Can you tell me about any resources you have used in the teaching of 

situation awareness to learners? 

• Where does the teaching of situation awareness take place during medical 

training?  

• What techniques do you use to teach situation awareness?    

11. What do you find to be challenging about teaching situation awareness to learners? 

Probes: 

• Which learners are more challenging to teach situation awareness (eg: 

IMGs)? 

• What are the challenges or barriers to teaching situation awareness? 

• When is it most challenging to teach situation awareness? 

• How do you approach the learner who is struggling with situation 

awareness? 

• Why might you choose NOT to teach about situation awareness, if you 

have a learner? 

12. How do you know if learners are able incorporate your teaching of situation awareness 

into their practice? 

Probes: 

• Can you think of an example of when you have observed a learner 

incorporate your teaching into clinical practice? 

 

Your ideas about the teaching environment and its relationship to SA teaching 

13. How might we improve the teaching of situation awareness to our learners? 

Probes: 

• What would you have done differently in your teaching of situation 

awareness, now that you have had time to reflect upon this issue? 

• At what stages of training is teaching of situation awareness most 

beneficial?  Practical? 
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14. What faculty development would be of benefit to staff anesthesiologists regarding 

teaching situation awareness? 

Probes: 

• Do you have any thoughts on how to improve the teaching skills of staff 

anesthesiologists regarding situation awareness?   

• How can faculty improve on providing feedback to learners regarding 

their situation awareness? 

15. Do you have any other thoughts about teaching situation awareness to learners? 

16. Is there anything else you would like to discuss? 

 

Demographic data 

• Time since completion of anesthesiology training: 

• University/Location of participant’s anesthesiology residency: 

• Participant’s main practice site in Calgary: 

• Participant’s involvement in departmental leadership/residency training 

committee/programmed resident teaching activities: 

 


